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Chapter Director’s Message 

It hardly seems possible that it has been a 

year since Kim and I became FL1-M’s 
Chapter Directors, but by the time this is-

sue of the Newsletter is out that will be 
true.  How the time has flown!!  Already we 
are preparing for another busy holiday sea-

son, full of fun rides, socializing and activi-
ties!  To get the ball rolling, we held a Bike 
Decorating Party to encourage participation 

in Chapter M’s lighted bike rides.  The pur-
pose of the party is to help everyone deco-

rate their bikes, providing special assis-
tance to those who have never done it be-

fore.   

We particularly want to thank those, 

such as Paul Begin and Maryann Todd, 
who had  either already decorated their 
own bikes or didn’t plan to decorate 

their bikes,  but still came to the Party 

to  help others decorate.     

Thousands in our community look for-
ward to seeing our lighted bikes each 

year as we ride through mobile home 
parks and in parades and display our 
bikes at area Malls and  in Largo Central 

Park.   
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 At left:  Mary Claypool’s Dad, Bill Lattanze, 

helped her decorate her Can-Am for the first 

time. 

Below:  Jerry Costell, Dave and Zee Morgan 

consult on cutting edge suction cups . 

At left:  “Newbie” decorator Glenn Duncan 

quickly got the hang of it. 

At right:  We were glad to see Dave 
Johnson, former Chapter Director of K2, 
who dropped by to visit—shown here 
with Santa and Tracy Dunn. 
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This was only Bill McGill’s second 

time decorating his bike, and he 
had it down pat!   Our first lighted 

ride this year will be through Bill 
and Winnie’s place, Oak Crest Mo-

bile Home Park, on December 1.   
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Of course, no Chapter M gathering would be complete without food 

and the Bike Decorating Party is no exception!   A big THANK YOU to 

Ron Schwager for cooking the burgers, dogs and brats for us!!! 

Many of the communities we go through provide refresh-

ments for us in their clubhouses, and we have a lot of fun 

socializing at the various stops.   It is always a thrill to 
ride along in a group of lighted bikes and hear car horns 

honking and see little kids (and a lot adults too!) waving 

excitedly as we go by.     

We raise a substantial portion of our charitable donations through these 

lighted bike rides, so it is important that we have a good turnout for each 

ride.  Weekly email updates will be sent outlining the lighted  rides and 
highlighting any recent schedule changes.  So please keep an eye out for 

those emails and plan to participate in as many of the lighted bike rides 

as possible.    

 We are looking forward to the Christmas Party on December 4 and hope 

to see you there.        

                Wishing you and yours a very Merry Christmas  

and a Happy New Year! 

Curtis and Kim Palmore 

Chapter Directors FL1-M 
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First Aid Kits 

Does yours need a check-up? 

By: Cash Anthony 

 

 
Do you carry a First Aid kit on your bike? If so, when is the last time you took a look inside? Many riders probably carry 

kits which were purchased to meet a perceived safety requirement (or to qualify for a safe-riding badge), but if you 

don't know what your First Aid kit contains, you may be unpleasantly surprised if you ever need to use it. 
 

What passes for a First Aid kit from sources such as discount stores and auto supply shops (and sometimes given away 
as Poker Run prizes) may be woefully short of what is needed for our sport. In case of a motorcycle accident, I dislike 

to say it, but band-aids ain't gonna help much, folks. 

 
I was lucky enough to take a First Aid course a couple of years ago with some of the best EMS people I've ever met, at 

the home of our Assistant CDs for GWTA Chapter "I", Kathy and John Holly. The team who taught the course had han-
dled serious accidents on a daily basis -- in fact, the woman in charge told me it was rare for them to be on the job for 

a shift without having to perform CPR at least once -- and they had come upon a number of accidents involving motor-
cyclists. They stressed several things that have really stuck in my mind. 

 

•     Your First Aid kit needs to have a really good pair of scissors in it, to cut away (thick) clothing. If you can't see the 

injured area, it's hard to figure out what is best to do. You may find it worthwhile to invest in a heavy-duty shears 

which can handle thick material. 
 

 Every rider should carry a pair (several pairs is best) of latex gloves to be used in case of an accident where blood 

is spilled. Having them on your bike may allow persons who want to assist you to make that decision without fear of 
contamination, as well as being available to you to help someone else. 

 

 A good First Aid kit should have a number of triangle bandages in it, which can be easily made from inexpensive 

muslin purchased at any fabric or discount department store -- I got mine for about .99 a yard. These pieces should be 
large enough that you can make a sling from them, or fold them to use as a pressure-point type bandage, or put them 

on a head injury to hold other bandages into place. Mine are about 30" by 30" and are cut on the diagonal. These are 

just unbleached muslin, but they are clean and strong and BIG. I've NEVER seen a commercially purchased First Aid kit 
with these supplied. If you need more than one (for example, after making a sling for an arm, it's a good idea to im-

mobilize that arm by binding it to the upper body), you can tie several of these together if the patient is a large individ-
ual. Carrying a minimum of three triangle bandages would be a good idea. 

 

 I've also seen very few kits that have anything like enough sterile gauze pads. If you need to put pressure on a 

bleeding wound, you'll go through these items fast and will want enough to add another clean one often. NOTE: Place 

a new gauze patch on top of an existing blood soaked patch in order to prevent tearing any existing clotting 
that has begun and reopening a wound. 

 

 It is helpful to have a bottle of filtered or distilled water in your kit. This can be useful in case of broken bones, eye 

injuries, cleaning out other minor injuries, and for dehydration. If you've got a compound fracture, it may be helpful to 

put a muslin bandage over a damp gauze bandage on the end of the exposed bone, to keep it from drying out, though 
an experienced EMS person has advised to simply use a clean (sterile), dry, dressing as you would any other open 

wound. Many minor problems can be dealt with initially by washing them with clean water, and debris in the eye can 
often be relieved by this, with nothing else required. (Even if the water isn't distilled or filtered, it can still be used if it's 

of potable quality.) 
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 In the case of very bad head injuries, it's not unusual to have substantial eye injuries. Unfortunately, eyes can come 

out of place on impact. The recommended First Aid in this situation is to have a cup (like a clean Styrofoam cup) 

available to contain the damaged and displaced eye, and to strap that cup onto the face with a triangle  bandage or 
use a roll of gauze. The medical folks today can do amazing things to put an eye back into place, but it's a good 

idea to bandage both eyes to keep the person from panicking (and to slow the 'eye-matching' reflexes, which try to 
make our eyes work together), while touching and reassuring the injured party. Having a clean cup in your kit may 

permit you to do someone an invaluable service by helping to save their sight. 

 

•     Those who haven't taken a CPR or First Aid class in a while might be interested to know that the American Heart 

Association guidelines on CPR have been changing gradually. The last time I took one (about 14 months ago), I found 

that the procedure was not exactly the same as what I'd been taught in my previous courses. But all these courses do 
strongly recommend that a person who is going to administer CPR have a barrier available to protect them from the 

bodily fluids of the injured party. This may be a plastic gadget that looks like a kitchen gripper, with a hole in it for a 
breathing tube, or a more sophisticated mask that can keep a rescuer's face and lips away from the injured party while 

he or she breathes for the person who's down. These items are inexpensive and are available at medical supply shops, 

but I've yet to see a commercial First Aid kit that comes with one. 
 

•     Most simple First Aid kits contain some kind of antiseptic ointment or cream. These can be useful for minor sun-

burns or insect bites, but they should usually NOT be used on a serious injury. When the medical folks start working on 

a wound, they don't want to wonder what has already been applied to it. When in doubt, throw it out. 
 

In case of an accident, the first response these days is to call 911. In most regions of the country, even in rural areas, 

emergency assistance can be sent out right away. However, if you ever become a witness to a bad accident, you'll dis-
cover how important it is to have current information and adequate First Aid gear, even if you can't really do very much 

at the scene. It may save a life to know what NOT to do. 
 

When you reach for that First Aid kit, you'll be better prepared if you know what's in it and how to use it. Take some 

time to look at what you're carrying on your bike, to see if it's what you really need. 

 
Copyright © 1992 - 2016 by The Master Strategy Group, all rights reserved. 

http://www.msgroup.org 
 

(James R. Davis is a recognized expert witness in the fields of Motorcycle Safety/Dynamics.) 
 

 

 
Submitted by Tracy and Sharon Dunn 

 

http://www.msgroup.org/
http://www.msgroup.org/Expert.aspx
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A Motorcycle First Aid Kit has special needs. This is mainly to do with size, but also the types of 

common injuries that bikers may experience need a different balance of first aid content. 

Motorcycle First Aid Kit: 

Antiseptic Wipes - 5 or 6 packet wipes. 

Alcohol Wipes  

Antibiotic Ointment - Individual packets. Pack 6. 

Anti-microbial Hand Cleaner – Waterless 

Q-Tips 

Band-Aids - A variety of shapes and sizes for small cuts and scrapes.  

Steri-Strips (Butter-fly sutures, Adhesive Sutures, Adhesive Closures) - used to pull a small 

gaping cut or wound together. 

Large Combine Pads - For heavy bleeding (woman’s Kotex napkins also work) 

5 Large Sterile Gauze Pads - For bleeding 

Roll Gauze – several large width 

Silk Tape  

Paper Tape – (adhesive tape melts) 

Razor Blade(s)  

Heavy Duty Scissors 

Bandage Scissors 

Liquid Bandage  - Skin Adhesive for wound closure, Walgreens and CVS  

Tweezers 

6 Safety Pins 

CPR Mask or Shield 

Emergency Blanket – (Thermal) These are great for retaining body heat and can be used as a 

reflector for rain and ground cover. 

4 – 6 Normal saline 10ml vials - this doubles as an eye wash or wound cleansing. 

Instant Cold Pack(s) - These are so useful with burns, bruising, swelling and sprains.  

Burn cream or gel - Aloe Vera aids in healing, pain relief, has anti- inflammatory properties, 

helps prevent blistering and scarring. 
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Glow Stick - High intensity emergency glow stick for directing traffic or signaling for help. 

6 Heavy Duty Zip-lock Bags - Tons of uses including removing used and contaminated gauze, 

gloves and dressings. 

 Non-Latex gloves  

 Non-deodorant Feminine Pads - This is an old first aider trick. Feminine pads are highly ab-

sorbent and great for stopping heavy bleeding. Cut them in half for easy storage and usa-

bility. 

 Anti-diarrhea  - tablets (example Imodium pills) 

 Anti-acid – (example, Tums or equivalent) 

 Antihistamine - for mild allergic reactions (example, Benadryl – tablets and cream) 

Pain reliever(s) – Ibuprofen, Tylenol, Aspirin or equivalent 

 Triangular Bandage - For slings, padding, strapping limbs to splints when fractures are sus-

pected. 

 Trauma shears - heavy duty pair 

Bandage Scissors  

Elastic bandages  

2 wash cloths 

Have at least one bottle of water on the bike or in a cooler to wet the wash cloths 

Bayer Quick Release Crystals (for heart attacks, put under the tongue) 

6 - 8 Sugar Packages – For Diabetics  

Urgent QR, Wound Seal, Quick Clot– or equivalent (blood clotting powder) 

 

 

Have your own personal emergency medications with you. (Examples Epi-pen, Nitro, 

etc.) 

 

 

 

 

Submitted by Tracy and Sharon Dunn 
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Check weekly emails regarding December schedule for any changes 
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“Great Pumpkin” Makes Appearance at M’s November 10th Kick Tire 

     at the Country Skillet!!! 

Curtis and Tracy appeared in matching orange shirts, looking like Curtis and Tracy appeared in matching orange shirts, looking like Curtis and Tracy appeared in matching orange shirts, looking like 
“The Great Pumpkin” as they posed behind Tracy’s newly refurbished “The Great Pumpkin” as they posed behind Tracy’s newly refurbished “The Great Pumpkin” as they posed behind Tracy’s newly refurbished 
1978 Gold Wing.   Nice job on the bike, Tracy!1978 Gold Wing.   Nice job on the bike, Tracy!1978 Gold Wing.   Nice job on the bike, Tracy!   

Submitted by Kim Palmore; Photo courtesy of  Submitted by Kim Palmore; Photo courtesy of  Submitted by Kim Palmore; Photo courtesy of  

1.  

Glenn DunGlenn DunGlenn Duncancancan   

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=the+great+pumpkin&view=detailv2&qpvt=the+great+pumpkin&id=4446239AEF7D1E19B1182E94D94289ADD7D7483D&selectedIndex=26&ccid=uvgsThxk&simid=608040913626596181&thid=OIP.Mbaf82c4e1c6413e5b3f8988f14b30acco0
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Ride to Stumpknocker’s for Catfish! 

Saturday, November 12, was a great day for a ride!  8 bikes and 11 riders enjoyed  the crisp,  
clear weather.  We met Charlie Nolan at  the McDonald’s on 54.  Here we are at a popular pit 
stop at a huge Speedway gas station on Highway 50 on the way to Brooksville.  It was so packed 
with biker groups that there was hardly room for any cars! 

We saw a large group of 

Slingshots on Keystone 
Road on the way up and 

played tag with them all 
day.   Then 48 of them 
pulled into this  Gas Station 

so we HAD to see what was 

up with that!!! 
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Ruth Hicks Recognized for Outstanding Service! 

 

At the November 3 Village Inn Kick Tire Ruth Hicks was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation and 

100 Chapter Dollars for her outstanding service for Clothes to Kids.   Clothes to Kids is one of three 

charities that Chapter FL1-M supports annually, the other two being Toys for Pinellas and the Tur-

key Lady.  The mission of the Clothes to Kids organization is “to provide free new, and quality used, 
clothing to low-income or in-crisis school aged children in Pinellas County”.   Thank you, Ruth, for 

all that you do! 

Submitted by Kim Palmore 
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November General Gathering Highlights 

Tracy Dunn and Ron Jackson Rider Educator and Assistant Rider Educator, respective-

ly,  were recognized  at November’s General Gathering.  Chapter Director, Curtis Pal-
more, presented  each of them a Certificate of Appreciation and 100 Chapter Dollars for 

conducting a CPR/First Aid class on November 13.  Tracy and Ron, as well as Steven 
Burson and Bill Miller, are certified GWRRA CPR/First Aid instructors.  Chapter M is 
very fortunate to have our own trainers in the Chapter.  Free CPR classes are another 

example of the outstanding educational benefit that GWRRA offers Florida’s members re-

sulting from the sale of Gold Wing raffle tickets.  Thanks guys for your dedication! 

Congratulations to Maryann Todd on win-

ning ‘the Motor Maids’  trophy for traveling 
the most miles by someone from Florida in 

one year, logging 23,112 miles in 18 states! 
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GOLDWING TICKETS 

 

 

 

The Chapter now has 4000 Goldwing tickets to sell.  Please contact Tracy and Sharon 
Dunn for tickets.  We will have them at the kick tires and General Gathering. 

The Chapter needs your help to sell them and the new incentives (in addition to the free 
book for selling 10 books) are listed below…… 
If our northern members would like tickets mailed to them….please send us a email with 

correct mailing address and number of tickets requested. 
Remember that these ticket sales pays for all of your Rider Education (CPR/First Aid, 

ERC, TRC etc.) in the state of Florida. 
 
If you will notice on the ticket stub, (the short stub you keep and put in the barrel), you will find a 
line marked "SOLD BY".  When each ticket is sold the person selling it needs to put their name on 
that ticket.  When the prize winning tickets are pulled at the rally, the person that sold the winning 
bike ticket will receive a cash prize of no less than $200.00.  (Depending on the amount of tickets 
sold it may even be more.)  The $1000 winning ticket and the $500 winning ticket sales person/s 
will also receive a cash prize, (to be determined).   
 
Any and all chapters selling 1500 or more tickets will have their annual charter fees paid for by the 
district which is $100 
 
 

Submitted by Tracy  and Sharon Dunn 
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EVERYONE IN CHAPTER FL1-M  

IS ELIGIBLE TO WIN!!! 
BIG NEWS!!BIG NEWS!!  

NEWNEW  RAFFLE TICKET SALES RAFFLE TICKET SALES 

INCENTIVES INCENTIVES   

ANNOUNCED FOR FL1ANNOUNCED FOR FL1--M!M!  
  

CHAPTER FL1CHAPTER FL1--M TO AWARD  PRIZES M TO AWARD  PRIZES 

FOR TOP TICKET SALES!FOR TOP TICKET SALES!  

 
1ST PLACE TICKET SALESPERSON -  500 CHAPTER $ 

2ND PLACE TICKET SALESPERSON - 300 CHAPTER $ 

3RD PLACE TICKET SALESPERSON -  100 CHAPTER $ 

 

EVERYONE IN CHAPTER FL1-M  

IS ELIGIBLE TO WIN!!! 
 

 

 

The fine print:  Genuine Chapter FL1-M Dollars will be awarded in February 2017 following completion of GWR-

RA raffle ticket sales for the Florida District Rally as an incentive to sell tickets for all current participants of 

Chapter FL1-M only.  Note that this offer expires immediately in the event of flood, fire, famine, locusts, plague, 

earthquakes, hurricanes or other natural or manmade disaster (such as our printer failing to work or our com-

puter crashing), which may impede the printing of required Chapter Dollars.  Proceeds of this Award are to be 

spent solely at Chapter FL1-M’s Annual Auction in February 2017 to purchase things you don’t need but just 

can’t live without.  Nothing in this incentive notice may be construed to constitute winning real money! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        December 

Special Days 

Anniversaries 

Glenn & Joanne Duncan  12 

Dave & Barb Pattison  16 

Charlie & Judy Nolan  20 

Bob & Pam Price  23 

Anniversaries 

Tom & Ruth Hicks  1 

Terry & Sue Getz  21 

Frank Hardy  26 

18 

January 

Birthdays 

Steven Burson  1 

Michael Richards  4 

Joe Traylor  5 

Marcia Schulz  7 

Tom Hicks  11 

Cathy Sweeney  11 

Joann Hauser  12 

Tracy Dunn  15 

Bernie Van Tuinen  15 

Jim Jackson  18 

Paul Begin  20 

Jean Stevens  22 

Vic Vecchitto  25 

Carroll Stout  27 

Annie Stretch  29 

Edgard Schulz  30 

 

Birthdays 

Sue Stout  5 

Glenn Duncan  7 

Sharon Dunn  13 

Chris Schwager  14 

Bill McGill  16  

Dean Hauser  24 

Wavy Begin  25 

Annie Zulas  26 

Ron Jackson  28 

Jerri Miles  29 

Roy Stevens  30 

Charlie Nolan  31 
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Public  Relations 

Don’t forget that we are still collecting clothes for Clothes for Kids.  This is a year round en-
deavor by Chapter M.   

 

GOODY SALES 

 FOR PICTURES OF AVAILABLE ITEMS AND AN ORDER FORM GO TO suncoastwings.com.  
All orders should be given to Mary Ann Claypool on the order form on the website. 
 

 
  
FLORIDA DISTRICT AND REGION A NEWSLETTERS 

 
 TO ACCESS THE REGION A NEWSLETTER CLICK ON THE FOLLOWING LINK 

                 http://www.gwrra-regiona.org/news/Newsletter/Anewsdec16.html 

TO ACCESS THE FLORIDA DISTRICT NEWSLETTER CLICK ON THE 

 FOLLOWING LINK 

                   http://www.gwrraflorida.com/newsletter.html 

—————————————————————————————————————- 

 
 

http://www.gwrra-regiona.org/news/Newsletter/AnewsMay15.html
http://www.gwrraflorida.com/newsletter.html
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2017 FLORIDA and REGION GWRRA EVENTS 

 

Jan 1                         First Ride of Year—Shrimps are Us                  Welaka 

 

Jan 7                         Florida  Chapter Conference                             Orlando 

 

Jan 14                       FL2-L Pajama Party—Snoozin with  the Fireballs 

                                                                                                          Auburndale 

Feb 11                        FL2-G Chili Cookoff                                          Ft. Myers 

 

Feb 11                        FL1-G Motorcycle Safety Day                           Deltona 

 

Feb 18                        FL2-A Wingtoberfest     Lake Harbor

                                     

Mar 23-25                  Florida District Rally “Tropical Paradise”          Orlando 

 

Apr 29                       FL1-K Chapter Rally “Just Another Day in Paradise” 

                                                                                                           Flagler Bch 

May 5                         South Caroling District Rally                            Beaufort 

 

May 18                       Alabama District Rally                                       Mobile 

 

Jun 22                         Georgia  District Rally                                      Dalton 

 

Aug 29-Sept 2             Wing Ding                                                     Grapevine TX 

 

Oct 12                        Mississippi District Rally                                  Gulfport           
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Chapter “M” Money Disbursements, per person 

 

$1.00 

Member can collect $1.00 after signing in on the sign-in sheet, at each event. 

ALL of the disbursements listed below will be given out by the activities coordinator or an 
alternate, at the event or as soon after the event as possible. 

$1.00 

Attending Chapter M functions, where there is a sign-in sheet (Kick tires, M gathering, team meet-
ings, rides, etc) and wearing M&M (non-chapter) attire or any GWRRA Rally shirt. 

$2.00 

Attending Chapter M functions where there is a sign-in sheet (Kick tire, “M” gatherings, team 
meetings, rides, etc) and wearing a Chapter M shirt with a 10” GWRRA patch or a vest with a 10” 
GWRRA patch.   

$10.00 

Attending a different Chapter functions/Rally and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA 
patch on a shirt and/or vest.  

Participation in any Chapter challenge. 
When a member volunteers at any District Convention, Region Convention or Wing Ding for 

working the games, volunteers as an instructor for training, helping with vendors or repre-
senting Chapter M in an event (Talent show, Coy Selection, Chapter Pride, Best Dressed, 
Bike shows, etc.)   

Any Double point visitation and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a shirt 
and/or vest. 

 

$20.00 

Attending any District Convention and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a 
shirt and/or vest.  

Any participation in a Triathlon or race event sanctioned by the Chapter Directors. 
 (Chapter attire is NOT required)  

3.    A Chapter member submitting an article for the newsletter (except the CD and the RE) 

$30.00 

Attending any Region Convention and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a 
shirt and/or vest.  

 

$50.00 

Attending the International Wing Ding and wearing Chapter M attire with a 10” GWRRA patch on a 
shirt and/or vest.  

The Chapter Director may give out chapter money for special awards, recognitions, etc. that 
he/she deems appropriate.  $$$ on the calendar means extra Chapter dollars. 

ANY disputes over the distribution of Chapter M money’s will be resolved by the Chapter Di-
rector or his/her designate on a case by case basis.     

 REMEMBER THE #1 RULE IS TO HAVE FUN. 
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All CHAPTER M RIDES LEAVE FROM  All CHAPTER M RIDES LEAVE FROM    

  
All rides (including Breakfast rides) will leave from WAWA’s All rides (including Breakfast rides) will leave from WAWA’s 

at the southeast corner of Roosevelt and US19at the southeast corner of Roosevelt and US19  

  

PLEASE HAVE A FULL TANK OF GAS PLEASE HAVE A FULL TANK OF GAS   
 
 

If you have changes in your address, telephone home/cell phone numbers or e-mail address 
send them to dunbo@tampabay.rr.com or call Sharon or Tracy Dunn at 727-544-2961.  
We would like to keep our records up to date.   

TO LEARN ABOUT CRUISES PLANNED BY CHAPTER MEMBERS PLEASE  GO TO THE FLM-1 

WEBSITE VIA THIS LINK 

 

http://suncoastwings.com/Cruises/cruise.htm 

 

http://suncoastwings.com/Cruises/cruise.htm
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CRUNCH TIME:NYPD bulldozers wreck 

motorbikes 

Associated Press 
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Advertise your business in this monthly newsletter.  

Our reasonable annual rates are: 

 

Business Card  $25.00 

1/4 Page  $50.00 

1/2 Page  $75.00 

                                             Full Page  $100.00 

 

                         Your ad will also appear on our website. 
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Barney's Motorcycle 
Sales  

10411 Gandy Blvd. St. 
Petersburg FL 33702 

Phone: (727) 576-1148 


